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Scream
Kabir Deb

Why shouldn't we say 'Men will be Men'?
When a father sells his daughter
When a man sketches her to make her a 'woman', unnaturally
When a house becomes a tunnel for men
Where he will keep entering for keeping his penis alive
When the blue sky is seen just on the reflection of her vagina's blood
When hunger for freedom makes her starve
Even when she smells delicious curry before her
When a claustrophobic man keeps entering the closed tunnel
Why should she scream for his pleasure?
When multiple identity of a woman is seen as a sin
Why a human being named 'Man' feels her body forcefully?
Isn't that multiple identity?
When the biceps of a man is just meant to grab a woman
And he flaunts with a smirk for seducing her
Why shouldn't she flaunt her firm breasts which is not "Made forcefully"?
When a man keeps him alive for observing what's not private for a woman
Why a woman should worry so much for "What's right"?
When money arrives before a man after he sells a girl's vagina
Why fear is reluctant to arrive for his penis?
Two hands meet vertically or horizontally before he sells a woman's vagina
It meets in the feet of a woman or a unknown fear
How far is she/he settled to hear the scream of that sold woman?
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